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American Artist Dorothy Iannone, Who Made
Joyful Work About Female Pleasure, Desire,
and Power, Has Died at 89
The Boston-born, Berlin-based artist died after a short illness, according to

her gallery, leaving behind decades of boundary-breaking work.

Dorothee Iannone, 2002. Photo: © Rolf Walter
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Dorothy Iannone, the America-born, Berlin-based artist who created

explicit, joyful, and indelible art about sexuality and pleasure, has

died. She was 89. Her death, after a short illness, was confirmed by

her Paris gallery Air de Paris.

“Love and freedom has been at heart of Dorothy Iannone’s work for

six decades, with full force until her unexpected death yesterday,”

the gallery said in a statement. “We will deeply miss her as an

original artist, an intellectual and engaged human being, a most

loving, fun, and compassionate friend.”

Throughout her long career, Iannone worked across media, jumping

from painting, drawing, and collage to video, sculpture, and artist’s

books. The through line was an exploration of female sexuality,

desire, power, and liberation. Adept at blending text and imagery,

she became known for a colorful and graphic aesthetic that drew

from Indian erotica, Japanese woodcuts, Byzantine mosaics,

Egyptian frescoes, and American comic books.

While some female artists object to having their art read through the

lens of their personal life, for Iannone, the two were inextricably

linked. In her life and work, she sought to fight censorship, follow

her heart, and reject society’s expectations. 

Dorothy Iannone, I Lift My Lamp Beside the Golden Door (2018). Photo by
Timothy Schenck. Courtesy of Friends of the High Line.

Born in Boston in 1933, Iannone was raised largely by her mother;

her father died when she was two. She studied literature at Boston

University and Brandeis but gave up a doctoral fellowship at

Stanford to marry James Upham, a painter and wealthy investor.

As the two became fixtures of the downtown New York art scene and

traveled the world, Iannone began making cutout wooden portraits

of famous figures like Charlie Chaplin and Jacqueline Kennedy. While

she also worked in the Abstract Expressionist style popular at the

time, seeds of her future interests were evident, primarily in the form

of plainly visible private parts on even her fully clothed cutout

characters. 

Iannone made headlines in 1960 when U.S. Customs seized her copy

of Henry Miller’s Tropic of Cancer at an airport in Queens. She went

on to sue the organization successfully with the help of the New

York Civil Liberties Union, which resulted in the government lifting

the ban on Miller’s work. 

The biggest turning point in her life and career came seven years

later, when she met the artist Dieter Roth on a trip to Iceland. Within

a week, she made the decision to leave her husband and move to

Reykjavik to be with him. She described him as her muse; he called

her his lioness. 

They became prominent figures in the Dusseldorf Fluxus movement,

remained lovers until 1974, and stayed close friends until his death

in 1998. She moved to Berlin on a scholarship in 1976, and lived

there until her death.

Dorothy Iannone, Wiggle Your Ass For Me (1970). Image courtesy Air de Paris,
Paris.

It was during her relationship with Roth in the 1970s that Iannone

made some of her most famous—and explicit—works. Portraits of

herself and Roth in flagrante delicto were adorned with stars and

flowers. She created an artwork documenting everyone she had ever

slept with many years before Tracey Emin became famous for doing

the same.

Of her creatively fertile relationship with Roth, she told Maurizio

Cattelan in an interview for Flash Art: “The two of us became the

stars of my work, and instead of using lines from poems which I

loved in my paintings, now I recorded what we had said to each

other, or I wrote my own texts. No longer was I obsessed with the

high love of Shakespeare’s Antony and Cleopatra, now I had found

my own, and in the course of recording it—not only the ecstasy but

the domestic scene too, and the difficulties—my work went into

many new directions and took on many new forms.”

The video sculpture I Was Thinking of You III (1975) is another key

piece in Iannone’s oeuvre. A human-scale box painted with an erotic

scene, it contains a built-in monitor with a video of the artist’s face

as she masturbates. It was this work that elevated Iannone’s profile

in the mid-2000s, when it was remade for the Wrong Gallery at Tate

Modern in 2005 and the Whitney Biennial in 2006. 

“I am always embarrassed when I see this film, even if no one is with

me,” the artist said in the Flash Art interview. “I wonder how I could

have made it but I’m so glad I did.”

It took a while for the art world to catch up to Iannone. Some

considered her work indecent; others deemed it not sufficiently

feminist, given its focus on sex (and hetero sex at that). 

Dorothy Iannone, On And On (1979). © Dorothy Iannone

Over the past 20 years, new generations of curators and artists have

found and celebrated Iannone’s work. She was the subject of solo

shows at the New Museum in 2009, the Camden Arts Center in

London in 2013, and the Louisiana Museum of Modern Art in

Denmark earlier this year. She is represented in the collections of

the Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris and the Centre

Pompidou in Paris, the Museum Ludwig in Cologne, and many

others. 

As her friend, artist Jan Voss, once wrote, “Dorothy has been for all

the time I’ve known her an incarnation of all revolutionaries. She

determined herself which hierarchy she would acknowledge and

which to laugh away.” 

In 1969, her work was censored from a forthcoming exhibition at the

Kunsthalle Bern, whose director demanded that the genitals in her

paintings be covered. (Roth removed his work from the show in

protest, and curator Harald Szeemann resigned.) She made a comic

book about the experience titled The Story of Bern (or) Showing

Colors (1970). As always, for Iannone, everything was raw material.  

Follow Artnet News on Facebook: 
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7 Questions for Alessandro and Emilia De
Stasio, Founders of Artscapy, on How Their
Platform Addresses Pain Points for the Modern
Collector
Artscapy aims to be the most comprehensive and accessible platform for both

new and seasoned art collectors alike.

Alessandro De Stasio and Emilia De Stasio. Courtesy of Artscapy.
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Artscapy, founded by Alessandro De Stasio and Emilia De Stasio, is a

comprehensive online platform that focuses on the unique needs of

art collectors—both new and experienced. With a vision “to usher in

the digital transformation and democratization of the art world,”

Artscapy was developed to address common pain points of the

modern collector. With the ability to explore current trends, connect

with other art enthusiasts, and add to and manage your art

collection, Artscapy offers the tools to engage easily and confidently

with the art world—all in one place.

The platform has seen incredible growth globally in recent years as

collectors (or those wanting to start collecting) have become more

accustomed to online transactions rather than the typical brick-and-

mortar gallery experiences that were at one point the only option.

Employing cutting-edge technology and prioritizing privacy and

security, Artscapy offers a safe, widely accessible, and convenient

approach to art collecting that befitting of the Digital Age.

We reached out to the Artscapy founders, and learned about what

art collecting trends they’re watching in the art world, and what’s

next for the collectors-first platform.

Courtesy of Artscapy.
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Art collecting hasn’t changed, the medium of art available to buy

has evolved, bringing with it a new pool of collectors between the

ages of 18 to 44. This demographic has grown up in the digital-first

world, where owning assets digitally is as appealing as the physical

world. About half (47%) of young collectors (those who started

buying art less than 3 years ago) made their first purchase online.

Collecting art is moving away from being an obscure hobby that only

a select few engage with, towards an activity that is reaching a

greater audience, becoming increasingly prevalent and attractive for

younger demographics. Buying art supports our society’s cultural

production, benefits mental well-being, and provides intellectual

stimulus. The internet created not just wider access to art and

demand for information transparency, but it also enabled the

purchase of art internationally.
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The next generation of collectors is buying art online. Among new

collectors, those who started buying art in the past three years, 47%

made their first purchases online. These collectors buy art without

ever stepping foot into a physical gallery or auction house. The same

behavioral trend applies to experienced collectors, where this year

online buying exceeded physical buying for the first time. This points

to the vital importance of providing safe, accessible, and

transparent online buying experiences. Artscapy is championing this

idea through a commitment to supporting collectors by conducting

due diligence on every artwork available for sale, pricing

transparency, and providing a digital ecosystem to meet every need

along the collecting journey.
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Covid expedited the digitalization of everything, including art.

Buying art online was already on a steady upward trend before the

pandemic—it then accelerated as the industry grappled with a new

normal. Meanwhile, although art fairs have returned and show strong

sales results, buyers are increasingly exploring fairs’ digital avenues

through collaborations with online platforms.

Then there’s the advent of NFT’s (non-fungible tokens). It is

encouraging to see contemporary artists exploring new

opportunities to produce meaningful new works via this technology.

In doing so, we’ll see a shift to NFTs that can present a new

direction of travel in art history.

Sotheby’s doubled down on digital collectibles, notably Beeple sold

the most expensive NFT for $69 million. This price may surprise

traditional art buyers, but 80% of buyers have bought from two or

more online platforms in the last year—buying art digitally or in

digital forms is the new normal.
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The evolution of relationships between collectors and galleries is

fascinating. Galleries remain important, using their knowledge and

research to propose new art and promote artists. It is interesting to

see that despite the rise of online sales, the number of galleries

collectors buy from does not increase—they remain loyal. Given that

the vast majority (80%) of buyers have used online platforms to buy

from galleries, it shows that buying art online helps increase access

and removes barriers to exploring art.
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Our proposition, providing the world’s first Art Account, has

resonated strongly with our collectors. Our growth has vastly

exceeded expectations. It’s been astonishing to see how

international our collector base is. For example, 70% of our emails

are opened in the United States, which is incredible. The core

services integrated into the Art Account, such as advanced data

analytics and insurance, really redefines what an art platform can

be. As we reach thousands more passionate art collectors, it’s

exciting to know the impact we may have around the world.
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We’re focused on creating the best Art Account for collectors.

Creating the defining art-collecting platform for any collector is our

mission. Artscapy brings together every service required for

managing a growing art collection, from collection management with

market value tracking and embedded insurance to a curated

marketplace of galleries and vetted collectors. Integral to our

platform is our partnerships with galleries. Connecting galleries with

collectors and providing core services such as KYC/AML compliance

directly on our platform can enhance the collecting experience.

Michael E. Smith, Untitled. Courtesy of Artscapy.
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Our art collection continues to revolve and evolve around three

pillars: identity formation, sociopolitical topics, and environmental

issues. We recently bought a work by the conceptual sculptor

Michael E. Smith. The work, Untitled, is a punchy composition of a

pufferfish onto which Smith has attached three additional fishtails

pointing outward. On top, there is a retro video game joystick

violently inserted. Smith’s work is powerful and parsimoniously

delivers a strong narrative around the impact that humans have on

nature, and how industrial remains coexist with the remnants of the

natural world. He uses discarded materials and used items in his

sculptures which serve to underscore a haunting visual expression.

Learn more about Artscapy here.

Follow Artnet News on Facebook: 
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Don’t Know How to Start Investing in Art?
Fintech Startup Arttrade Has a Solution
The company demystifies the art market and provides a transparent way to

confidently invest in art.

Heinz Mack, Window (Chromatic Constellation) (2016). Courtesy of Arttrade.
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Art collecting has a very distinct cachet, one that is exclusive,

monied, and largely opaque. Blue-chip art and artists (those with a

proven sales record and a reliable history of increased valuation)

regularly make headlines with record-setting sales, leaving many to

believe the market is accessible only to those with incredible

amounts of capital and insider know-how. In recent decades, art as

a form of investment has become mainstream, as a greater

understanding of its appreciation of value is more closely studied

and understood. In fact, “Big Four” accounting firm Deloitte

estimates that by 2026 over $2.7 trillion will be invested in

collectible assets, largely comprised of art objects.

Although fine art is appreciated and collected for its cultural and

aesthetic value, it is also a formidable financial asset—one that has

gained tremendous traction over the past decade, with upwards of

85% of wealth managers as of 2022 recommending art as a means

for portfolio diversification. Art collecting, however, is commonly

thought of as a pastime exclusive to the ultra-wealthy. We’ve all

seen staggering hammer prices for artworks at major auction

houses, or learned of astonishing six- or seven-figure sales at fairs,

with the cost leading many (frankly, most) into believing they simply

cannot afford or understand how to invest in art.

 

Founders of Arttrade, left to right, Svenja Heyer, David
Riemer, and Julian Kutzim.

Contemporary financial technology, more commonly known by its

portmanteau “fintech,” has come a long way in providing

accessibility and transparency to the process of investing in art.

Fintech company Arttrade was founded by Svenja Heyer, David

Riemer, and Julian Kutzim with the aim of providing a means of

diversifying one’s portfolio through art—specifically blue-chip art—

without having to spend hundreds of thousands, if not millions, of

dollars.

Arttrade maintains an extensive and knowledgeable network of

gallerists and art dealers, as well as an independent art advisory

board, to aid in identifying some of the most promising blue-chip

artworks. Then, using data-driven analysis, including information

culled from Artnet—the most trusted auction database in the world—

the artist’s or artwork’s value appreciation is forecasted to

determine which pieces meet Arttrade’s discerningly high standards.

Each asset acquired by Arttrade is then fractionalized via digital

security tokens that can be purchased by investors, allowing them

to partake in the artwork’s accrual in value. The barrier for entry,

unlike traditional art collecting routes, is incredibly low, with

investments starting at only €250.
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American Artist Dorothy Iannone, Who Made
Joyful Work About Female Pleasure, Desire,
and Power, Has Died at 89
The Boston-born, Berlin-based artist died after a short illness, according to

her gallery, leaving behind decades of boundary-breaking work.

Dorothee Iannone, 2002. Photo: © Rolf Walter
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Dorothy Iannone, the America-born, Berlin-based artist who created

explicit, joyful, and indelible art about sexuality and pleasure, has

died. She was 89. Her death, after a short illness, was confirmed by

her Paris gallery Air de Paris.

“Love and freedom has been at heart of Dorothy Iannone’s work for

six decades, with full force until her unexpected death yesterday,”

the gallery said in a statement. “We will deeply miss her as an

original artist, an intellectual and engaged human being, a most

loving, fun, and compassionate friend.”

Throughout her long career, Iannone worked across media, jumping

from painting, drawing, and collage to video, sculpture, and artist’s

books. The through line was an exploration of female sexuality,

desire, power, and liberation. Adept at blending text and imagery,

she became known for a colorful and graphic aesthetic that drew

from Indian erotica, Japanese woodcuts, Byzantine mosaics,

Egyptian frescoes, and American comic books.

While some female artists object to having their art read through the

lens of their personal life, for Iannone, the two were inextricably

linked. In her life and work, she sought to fight censorship, follow

her heart, and reject society’s expectations. 

Dorothy Iannone, I Lift My Lamp Beside the Golden Door (2018). Photo by
Timothy Schenck. Courtesy of Friends of the High Line.

Born in Boston in 1933, Iannone was raised largely by her mother;

her father died when she was two. She studied literature at Boston

University and Brandeis but gave up a doctoral fellowship at

Stanford to marry James Upham, a painter and wealthy investor.

As the two became fixtures of the downtown New York art scene and

traveled the world, Iannone began making cutout wooden portraits

of famous figures like Charlie Chaplin and Jacqueline Kennedy. While

she also worked in the Abstract Expressionist style popular at the

time, seeds of her future interests were evident, primarily in the form

of plainly visible private parts on even her fully clothed cutout

characters. 

Iannone made headlines in 1960 when U.S. Customs seized her copy

of Henry Miller’s Tropic of Cancer at an airport in Queens. She went

on to sue the organization successfully with the help of the New

York Civil Liberties Union, which resulted in the government lifting

the ban on Miller’s work. 

The biggest turning point in her life and career came seven years

later, when she met the artist Dieter Roth on a trip to Iceland. Within

a week, she made the decision to leave her husband and move to

Reykjavik to be with him. She described him as her muse; he called

her his lioness. 

They became prominent figures in the Dusseldorf Fluxus movement,

remained lovers until 1974, and stayed close friends until his death

in 1998. She moved to Berlin on a scholarship in 1976, and lived

there until her death.

Dorothy Iannone, Wiggle Your Ass For Me (1970). Image courtesy Air de Paris,
Paris.

It was during her relationship with Roth in the 1970s that Iannone

made some of her most famous—and explicit—works. Portraits of

herself and Roth in flagrante delicto were adorned with stars and

flowers. She created an artwork documenting everyone she had ever

slept with many years before Tracey Emin became famous for doing

the same.

Of her creatively fertile relationship with Roth, she told Maurizio

Cattelan in an interview for Flash Art: “The two of us became the

stars of my work, and instead of using lines from poems which I

loved in my paintings, now I recorded what we had said to each

other, or I wrote my own texts. No longer was I obsessed with the

high love of Shakespeare’s Antony and Cleopatra, now I had found

my own, and in the course of recording it—not only the ecstasy but

the domestic scene too, and the difficulties—my work went into

many new directions and took on many new forms.”

The video sculpture I Was Thinking of You III (1975) is another key

piece in Iannone’s oeuvre. A human-scale box painted with an erotic

scene, it contains a built-in monitor with a video of the artist’s face

as she masturbates. It was this work that elevated Iannone’s profile

in the mid-2000s, when it was remade for the Wrong Gallery at Tate

Modern in 2005 and the Whitney Biennial in 2006. 

“I am always embarrassed when I see this film, even if no one is with

me,” the artist said in the Flash Art interview. “I wonder how I could

have made it but I’m so glad I did.”

It took a while for the art world to catch up to Iannone. Some

considered her work indecent; others deemed it not sufficiently

feminist, given its focus on sex (and hetero sex at that). 

Dorothy Iannone, On And On (1979). © Dorothy Iannone

Over the past 20 years, new generations of curators and artists have

found and celebrated Iannone’s work. She was the subject of solo

shows at the New Museum in 2009, the Camden Arts Center in

London in 2013, and the Louisiana Museum of Modern Art in

Denmark earlier this year. She is represented in the collections of

the Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris and the Centre

Pompidou in Paris, the Museum Ludwig in Cologne, and many

others. 

As her friend, artist Jan Voss, once wrote, “Dorothy has been for all

the time I’ve known her an incarnation of all revolutionaries. She

determined herself which hierarchy she would acknowledge and

which to laugh away.” 

In 1969, her work was censored from a forthcoming exhibition at the

Kunsthalle Bern, whose director demanded that the genitals in her

paintings be covered. (Roth removed his work from the show in

protest, and curator Harald Szeemann resigned.) She made a comic

book about the experience titled The Story of Bern (or) Showing

Colors (1970). As always, for Iannone, everything was raw material.  

Follow Artnet News on Facebook: 
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7 Questions for Alessandro and Emilia De
Stasio, Founders of Artscapy, on How Their
Platform Addresses Pain Points for the Modern
Collector
Artscapy aims to be the most comprehensive and accessible platform for both

new and seasoned art collectors alike.

Alessandro De Stasio and Emilia De Stasio. Courtesy of Artscapy.
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Artscapy, founded by Alessandro De Stasio and Emilia De Stasio, is a

comprehensive online platform that focuses on the unique needs of

art collectors—both new and experienced. With a vision “to usher in

the digital transformation and democratization of the art world,”

Artscapy was developed to address common pain points of the

modern collector. With the ability to explore current trends, connect

with other art enthusiasts, and add to and manage your art

collection, Artscapy offers the tools to engage easily and confidently

with the art world—all in one place.

The platform has seen incredible growth globally in recent years as

collectors (or those wanting to start collecting) have become more

accustomed to online transactions rather than the typical brick-and-

mortar gallery experiences that were at one point the only option.

Employing cutting-edge technology and prioritizing privacy and

security, Artscapy offers a safe, widely accessible, and convenient

approach to art collecting that befitting of the Digital Age.

We reached out to the Artscapy founders, and learned about what

art collecting trends they’re watching in the art world, and what’s

next for the collectors-first platform.

Courtesy of Artscapy.
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Art collecting hasn’t changed, the medium of art available to buy

has evolved, bringing with it a new pool of collectors between the

ages of 18 to 44. This demographic has grown up in the digital-first

world, where owning assets digitally is as appealing as the physical

world. About half (47%) of young collectors (those who started

buying art less than 3 years ago) made their first purchase online.

Collecting art is moving away from being an obscure hobby that only

a select few engage with, towards an activity that is reaching a

greater audience, becoming increasingly prevalent and attractive for

younger demographics. Buying art supports our society’s cultural

production, benefits mental well-being, and provides intellectual

stimulus. The internet created not just wider access to art and

demand for information transparency, but it also enabled the

purchase of art internationally.
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The next generation of collectors is buying art online. Among new

collectors, those who started buying art in the past three years, 47%

made their first purchases online. These collectors buy art without

ever stepping foot into a physical gallery or auction house. The same

behavioral trend applies to experienced collectors, where this year

online buying exceeded physical buying for the first time. This points

to the vital importance of providing safe, accessible, and

transparent online buying experiences. Artscapy is championing this

idea through a commitment to supporting collectors by conducting

due diligence on every artwork available for sale, pricing

transparency, and providing a digital ecosystem to meet every need

along the collecting journey.
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Covid expedited the digitalization of everything, including art.

Buying art online was already on a steady upward trend before the

pandemic—it then accelerated as the industry grappled with a new

normal. Meanwhile, although art fairs have returned and show strong

sales results, buyers are increasingly exploring fairs’ digital avenues

through collaborations with online platforms.

Then there’s the advent of NFT’s (non-fungible tokens). It is

encouraging to see contemporary artists exploring new

opportunities to produce meaningful new works via this technology.

In doing so, we’ll see a shift to NFTs that can present a new

direction of travel in art history.

Sotheby’s doubled down on digital collectibles, notably Beeple sold

the most expensive NFT for $69 million. This price may surprise

traditional art buyers, but 80% of buyers have bought from two or

more online platforms in the last year—buying art digitally or in

digital forms is the new normal.
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The evolution of relationships between collectors and galleries is

fascinating. Galleries remain important, using their knowledge and

research to propose new art and promote artists. It is interesting to

see that despite the rise of online sales, the number of galleries

collectors buy from does not increase—they remain loyal. Given that

the vast majority (80%) of buyers have used online platforms to buy

from galleries, it shows that buying art online helps increase access

and removes barriers to exploring art.
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Our proposition, providing the world’s first Art Account, has

resonated strongly with our collectors. Our growth has vastly

exceeded expectations. It’s been astonishing to see how

international our collector base is. For example, 70% of our emails

are opened in the United States, which is incredible. The core

services integrated into the Art Account, such as advanced data

analytics and insurance, really redefines what an art platform can

be. As we reach thousands more passionate art collectors, it’s

exciting to know the impact we may have around the world.
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We’re focused on creating the best Art Account for collectors.

Creating the defining art-collecting platform for any collector is our

mission. Artscapy brings together every service required for

managing a growing art collection, from collection management with

market value tracking and embedded insurance to a curated

marketplace of galleries and vetted collectors. Integral to our

platform is our partnerships with galleries. Connecting galleries with

collectors and providing core services such as KYC/AML compliance

directly on our platform can enhance the collecting experience.

Michael E. Smith, Untitled. Courtesy of Artscapy.
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Our art collection continues to revolve and evolve around three

pillars: identity formation, sociopolitical topics, and environmental

issues. We recently bought a work by the conceptual sculptor

Michael E. Smith. The work, Untitled, is a punchy composition of a

pufferfish onto which Smith has attached three additional fishtails

pointing outward. On top, there is a retro video game joystick

violently inserted. Smith’s work is powerful and parsimoniously

delivers a strong narrative around the impact that humans have on

nature, and how industrial remains coexist with the remnants of the

natural world. He uses discarded materials and used items in his

sculptures which serve to underscore a haunting visual expression.

Learn more about Artscapy here.

Follow Artnet News on Facebook: 

 

Want to stay ahead of the art world? Subscribe to our newsletter to

get the breaking news, eye-opening interviews, and incisive critical

takes that drive the conversation forward.
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Don’t Know How to Start Investing in Art?
Fintech Startup Arttrade Has a Solution
The company demystifies the art market and provides a transparent way to

confidently invest in art.

Heinz Mack, Window (Chromatic Constellation) (2016). Courtesy of Arttrade.
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Art collecting has a very distinct cachet, one that is exclusive,

monied, and largely opaque. Blue-chip art and artists (those with a

proven sales record and a reliable history of increased valuation)

regularly make headlines with record-setting sales, leaving many to

believe the market is accessible only to those with incredible

amounts of capital and insider know-how. In recent decades, art as

a form of investment has become mainstream, as a greater

understanding of its appreciation of value is more closely studied

and understood. In fact, “Big Four” accounting firm Deloitte

estimates that by 2026 over $2.7 trillion will be invested in

collectible assets, largely comprised of art objects.

Although fine art is appreciated and collected for its cultural and

aesthetic value, it is also a formidable financial asset—one that has

gained tremendous traction over the past decade, with upwards of

85% of wealth managers as of 2022 recommending art as a means

for portfolio diversification. Art collecting, however, is commonly

thought of as a pastime exclusive to the ultra-wealthy. We’ve all

seen staggering hammer prices for artworks at major auction

houses, or learned of astonishing six- or seven-figure sales at fairs,

with the cost leading many (frankly, most) into believing they simply

cannot afford or understand how to invest in art.

 

Founders of Arttrade, left to right, Svenja Heyer, David
Riemer, and Julian Kutzim.

Contemporary financial technology, more commonly known by its

portmanteau “fintech,” has come a long way in providing

accessibility and transparency to the process of investing in art.

Fintech company Arttrade was founded by Svenja Heyer, David

Riemer, and Julian Kutzim with the aim of providing a means of

diversifying one’s portfolio through art—specifically blue-chip art—

without having to spend hundreds of thousands, if not millions, of

dollars.

Arttrade maintains an extensive and knowledgeable network of

gallerists and art dealers, as well as an independent art advisory

board, to aid in identifying some of the most promising blue-chip

artworks. Then, using data-driven analysis, including information

culled from Artnet—the most trusted auction database in the world—

the artist’s or artwork’s value appreciation is forecasted to

determine which pieces meet Arttrade’s discerningly high standards.

Each asset acquired by Arttrade is then fractionalized via digital

security tokens that can be purchased by investors, allowing them

to partake in the artwork’s accrual in value. The barrier for entry,

unlike traditional art collecting routes, is incredibly low, with

investments starting at only €250.
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American Artist Dorothy Iannone, Who Made
Joyful Work About Female Pleasure, Desire,
and Power, Has Died at 89
The Boston-born, Berlin-based artist died after a short illness, according to

her gallery, leaving behind decades of boundary-breaking work.

Dorothee Iannone, 2002. Photo: © Rolf Walter
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Dorothy Iannone, the America-born, Berlin-based artist who created

explicit, joyful, and indelible art about sexuality and pleasure, has

died. She was 89. Her death, after a short illness, was confirmed by

her Paris gallery Air de Paris.

“Love and freedom has been at heart of Dorothy Iannone’s work for

six decades, with full force until her unexpected death yesterday,”

the gallery said in a statement. “We will deeply miss her as an

original artist, an intellectual and engaged human being, a most

loving, fun, and compassionate friend.”

Throughout her long career, Iannone worked across media, jumping

from painting, drawing, and collage to video, sculpture, and artist’s

books. The through line was an exploration of female sexuality,

desire, power, and liberation. Adept at blending text and imagery,

she became known for a colorful and graphic aesthetic that drew

from Indian erotica, Japanese woodcuts, Byzantine mosaics,

Egyptian frescoes, and American comic books.

While some female artists object to having their art read through the

lens of their personal life, for Iannone, the two were inextricably

linked. In her life and work, she sought to fight censorship, follow

her heart, and reject society’s expectations. 

Dorothy Iannone, I Lift My Lamp Beside the Golden Door (2018). Photo by
Timothy Schenck. Courtesy of Friends of the High Line.

Born in Boston in 1933, Iannone was raised largely by her mother;

her father died when she was two. She studied literature at Boston

University and Brandeis but gave up a doctoral fellowship at

Stanford to marry James Upham, a painter and wealthy investor.

As the two became fixtures of the downtown New York art scene and

traveled the world, Iannone began making cutout wooden portraits

of famous figures like Charlie Chaplin and Jacqueline Kennedy. While

she also worked in the Abstract Expressionist style popular at the

time, seeds of her future interests were evident, primarily in the form

of plainly visible private parts on even her fully clothed cutout

characters. 

Iannone made headlines in 1960 when U.S. Customs seized her copy

of Henry Miller’s Tropic of Cancer at an airport in Queens. She went

on to sue the organization successfully with the help of the New

York Civil Liberties Union, which resulted in the government lifting

the ban on Miller’s work. 

The biggest turning point in her life and career came seven years

later, when she met the artist Dieter Roth on a trip to Iceland. Within

a week, she made the decision to leave her husband and move to

Reykjavik to be with him. She described him as her muse; he called

her his lioness. 

They became prominent figures in the Dusseldorf Fluxus movement,

remained lovers until 1974, and stayed close friends until his death

in 1998. She moved to Berlin on a scholarship in 1976, and lived

there until her death.

Dorothy Iannone, Wiggle Your Ass For Me (1970). Image courtesy Air de Paris,
Paris.

It was during her relationship with Roth in the 1970s that Iannone

made some of her most famous—and explicit—works. Portraits of

herself and Roth in flagrante delicto were adorned with stars and

flowers. She created an artwork documenting everyone she had ever

slept with many years before Tracey Emin became famous for doing

the same.

Of her creatively fertile relationship with Roth, she told Maurizio

Cattelan in an interview for Flash Art: “The two of us became the

stars of my work, and instead of using lines from poems which I

loved in my paintings, now I recorded what we had said to each

other, or I wrote my own texts. No longer was I obsessed with the

high love of Shakespeare’s Antony and Cleopatra, now I had found

my own, and in the course of recording it—not only the ecstasy but

the domestic scene too, and the difficulties—my work went into

many new directions and took on many new forms.”

The video sculpture I Was Thinking of You III (1975) is another key

piece in Iannone’s oeuvre. A human-scale box painted with an erotic

scene, it contains a built-in monitor with a video of the artist’s face

as she masturbates. It was this work that elevated Iannone’s profile

in the mid-2000s, when it was remade for the Wrong Gallery at Tate

Modern in 2005 and the Whitney Biennial in 2006. 

“I am always embarrassed when I see this film, even if no one is with

me,” the artist said in the Flash Art interview. “I wonder how I could

have made it but I’m so glad I did.”

It took a while for the art world to catch up to Iannone. Some

considered her work indecent; others deemed it not sufficiently

feminist, given its focus on sex (and hetero sex at that). 

Dorothy Iannone, On And On (1979). © Dorothy Iannone

Over the past 20 years, new generations of curators and artists have

found and celebrated Iannone’s work. She was the subject of solo

shows at the New Museum in 2009, the Camden Arts Center in

London in 2013, and the Louisiana Museum of Modern Art in

Denmark earlier this year. She is represented in the collections of

the Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris and the Centre

Pompidou in Paris, the Museum Ludwig in Cologne, and many

others. 

As her friend, artist Jan Voss, once wrote, “Dorothy has been for all

the time I’ve known her an incarnation of all revolutionaries. She

determined herself which hierarchy she would acknowledge and

which to laugh away.” 

In 1969, her work was censored from a forthcoming exhibition at the

Kunsthalle Bern, whose director demanded that the genitals in her

paintings be covered. (Roth removed his work from the show in

protest, and curator Harald Szeemann resigned.) She made a comic

book about the experience titled The Story of Bern (or) Showing

Colors (1970). As always, for Iannone, everything was raw material.  

Follow Artnet News on Facebook: 

 

Want to stay ahead of the art world? Subscribe to our newsletter to

get the breaking news, eye-opening interviews, and incisive critical

takes that drive the conversation forward.
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7 Questions for Alessandro and Emilia De
Stasio, Founders of Artscapy, on How Their
Platform Addresses Pain Points for the Modern
Collector
Artscapy aims to be the most comprehensive and accessible platform for both

new and seasoned art collectors alike.

Alessandro De Stasio and Emilia De Stasio. Courtesy of Artscapy.
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Artscapy, founded by Alessandro De Stasio and Emilia De Stasio, is a

comprehensive online platform that focuses on the unique needs of

art collectors—both new and experienced. With a vision “to usher in

the digital transformation and democratization of the art world,”

Artscapy was developed to address common pain points of the

modern collector. With the ability to explore current trends, connect

with other art enthusiasts, and add to and manage your art

collection, Artscapy offers the tools to engage easily and confidently

with the art world—all in one place.

The platform has seen incredible growth globally in recent years as

collectors (or those wanting to start collecting) have become more

accustomed to online transactions rather than the typical brick-and-

mortar gallery experiences that were at one point the only option.

Employing cutting-edge technology and prioritizing privacy and

security, Artscapy offers a safe, widely accessible, and convenient

approach to art collecting that befitting of the Digital Age.

We reached out to the Artscapy founders, and learned about what

art collecting trends they’re watching in the art world, and what’s

next for the collectors-first platform.

Courtesy of Artscapy.
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Art collecting hasn’t changed, the medium of art available to buy

has evolved, bringing with it a new pool of collectors between the

ages of 18 to 44. This demographic has grown up in the digital-first

world, where owning assets digitally is as appealing as the physical

world. About half (47%) of young collectors (those who started

buying art less than 3 years ago) made their first purchase online.

Collecting art is moving away from being an obscure hobby that only

a select few engage with, towards an activity that is reaching a

greater audience, becoming increasingly prevalent and attractive for

younger demographics. Buying art supports our society’s cultural

production, benefits mental well-being, and provides intellectual

stimulus. The internet created not just wider access to art and

demand for information transparency, but it also enabled the

purchase of art internationally.
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The next generation of collectors is buying art online. Among new

collectors, those who started buying art in the past three years, 47%

made their first purchases online. These collectors buy art without

ever stepping foot into a physical gallery or auction house. The same

behavioral trend applies to experienced collectors, where this year

online buying exceeded physical buying for the first time. This points

to the vital importance of providing safe, accessible, and

transparent online buying experiences. Artscapy is championing this

idea through a commitment to supporting collectors by conducting

due diligence on every artwork available for sale, pricing

transparency, and providing a digital ecosystem to meet every need

along the collecting journey.
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Covid expedited the digitalization of everything, including art.

Buying art online was already on a steady upward trend before the

pandemic—it then accelerated as the industry grappled with a new

normal. Meanwhile, although art fairs have returned and show strong

sales results, buyers are increasingly exploring fairs’ digital avenues

through collaborations with online platforms.

Then there’s the advent of NFT’s (non-fungible tokens). It is

encouraging to see contemporary artists exploring new

opportunities to produce meaningful new works via this technology.

In doing so, we’ll see a shift to NFTs that can present a new

direction of travel in art history.

Sotheby’s doubled down on digital collectibles, notably Beeple sold

the most expensive NFT for $69 million. This price may surprise

traditional art buyers, but 80% of buyers have bought from two or

more online platforms in the last year—buying art digitally or in

digital forms is the new normal.
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The evolution of relationships between collectors and galleries is

fascinating. Galleries remain important, using their knowledge and

research to propose new art and promote artists. It is interesting to

see that despite the rise of online sales, the number of galleries

collectors buy from does not increase—they remain loyal. Given that

the vast majority (80%) of buyers have used online platforms to buy

from galleries, it shows that buying art online helps increase access

and removes barriers to exploring art.
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Our proposition, providing the world’s first Art Account, has

resonated strongly with our collectors. Our growth has vastly

exceeded expectations. It’s been astonishing to see how

international our collector base is. For example, 70% of our emails

are opened in the United States, which is incredible. The core

services integrated into the Art Account, such as advanced data

analytics and insurance, really redefines what an art platform can

be. As we reach thousands more passionate art collectors, it’s

exciting to know the impact we may have around the world.
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We’re focused on creating the best Art Account for collectors.

Creating the defining art-collecting platform for any collector is our

mission. Artscapy brings together every service required for

managing a growing art collection, from collection management with

market value tracking and embedded insurance to a curated

marketplace of galleries and vetted collectors. Integral to our

platform is our partnerships with galleries. Connecting galleries with

collectors and providing core services such as KYC/AML compliance

directly on our platform can enhance the collecting experience.

Michael E. Smith, Untitled. Courtesy of Artscapy.
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Our art collection continues to revolve and evolve around three

pillars: identity formation, sociopolitical topics, and environmental

issues. We recently bought a work by the conceptual sculptor

Michael E. Smith. The work, Untitled, is a punchy composition of a

pufferfish onto which Smith has attached three additional fishtails

pointing outward. On top, there is a retro video game joystick

violently inserted. Smith’s work is powerful and parsimoniously

delivers a strong narrative around the impact that humans have on

nature, and how industrial remains coexist with the remnants of the

natural world. He uses discarded materials and used items in his

sculptures which serve to underscore a haunting visual expression.

Learn more about Artscapy here.

Follow Artnet News on Facebook: 

 

Want to stay ahead of the art world? Subscribe to our newsletter to

get the breaking news, eye-opening interviews, and incisive critical

takes that drive the conversation forward.
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Don’t Know How to Start Investing in Art?
Fintech Startup Arttrade Has a Solution
The company demystifies the art market and provides a transparent way to

confidently invest in art.

Heinz Mack, Window (Chromatic Constellation) (2016). Courtesy of Arttrade.
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Art collecting has a very distinct cachet, one that is exclusive,

monied, and largely opaque. Blue-chip art and artists (those with a

proven sales record and a reliable history of increased valuation)

regularly make headlines with record-setting sales, leaving many to

believe the market is accessible only to those with incredible

amounts of capital and insider know-how. In recent decades, art as

a form of investment has become mainstream, as a greater

understanding of its appreciation of value is more closely studied

and understood. In fact, “Big Four” accounting firm Deloitte

estimates that by 2026 over $2.7 trillion will be invested in

collectible assets, largely comprised of art objects.

Although fine art is appreciated and collected for its cultural and

aesthetic value, it is also a formidable financial asset—one that has

gained tremendous traction over the past decade, with upwards of

85% of wealth managers as of 2022 recommending art as a means

for portfolio diversification. Art collecting, however, is commonly

thought of as a pastime exclusive to the ultra-wealthy. We’ve all

seen staggering hammer prices for artworks at major auction

houses, or learned of astonishing six- or seven-figure sales at fairs,

with the cost leading many (frankly, most) into believing they simply

cannot afford or understand how to invest in art.

 

Founders of Arttrade, left to right, Svenja Heyer, David
Riemer, and Julian Kutzim.

Contemporary financial technology, more commonly known by its

portmanteau “fintech,” has come a long way in providing

accessibility and transparency to the process of investing in art.

Fintech company Arttrade was founded by Svenja Heyer, David

Riemer, and Julian Kutzim with the aim of providing a means of

diversifying one’s portfolio through art—specifically blue-chip art—

without having to spend hundreds of thousands, if not millions, of

dollars.

Arttrade maintains an extensive and knowledgeable network of

gallerists and art dealers, as well as an independent art advisory

board, to aid in identifying some of the most promising blue-chip

artworks. Then, using data-driven analysis, including information

culled from Artnet—the most trusted auction database in the world—

the artist’s or artwork’s value appreciation is forecasted to

determine which pieces meet Arttrade’s discerningly high standards.

Each asset acquired by Arttrade is then fractionalized via digital

security tokens that can be purchased by investors, allowing them

to partake in the artwork’s accrual in value. The barrier for entry,

unlike traditional art collecting routes, is incredibly low, with

investments starting at only €250.
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American Artist Dorothy Iannone, Who Made
Joyful Work About Female Pleasure, Desire,
and Power, Has Died at 89
The Boston-born, Berlin-based artist died after a short illness, according to

her gallery, leaving behind decades of boundary-breaking work.

Dorothee Iannone, 2002. Photo: © Rolf Walter
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Dorothy Iannone, the America-born, Berlin-based artist who created

explicit, joyful, and indelible art about sexuality and pleasure, has

died. She was 89. Her death, after a short illness, was confirmed by

her Paris gallery Air de Paris.

“Love and freedom has been at heart of Dorothy Iannone’s work for

six decades, with full force until her unexpected death yesterday,”

the gallery said in a statement. “We will deeply miss her as an

original artist, an intellectual and engaged human being, a most

loving, fun, and compassionate friend.”

Throughout her long career, Iannone worked across media, jumping

from painting, drawing, and collage to video, sculpture, and artist’s

books. The through line was an exploration of female sexuality,

desire, power, and liberation. Adept at blending text and imagery,

she became known for a colorful and graphic aesthetic that drew

from Indian erotica, Japanese woodcuts, Byzantine mosaics,

Egyptian frescoes, and American comic books.

While some female artists object to having their art read through the

lens of their personal life, for Iannone, the two were inextricably

linked. In her life and work, she sought to fight censorship, follow

her heart, and reject society’s expectations. 

Dorothy Iannone, I Lift My Lamp Beside the Golden Door (2018). Photo by
Timothy Schenck. Courtesy of Friends of the High Line.

Born in Boston in 1933, Iannone was raised largely by her mother;

her father died when she was two. She studied literature at Boston

University and Brandeis but gave up a doctoral fellowship at

Stanford to marry James Upham, a painter and wealthy investor.

As the two became fixtures of the downtown New York art scene and

traveled the world, Iannone began making cutout wooden portraits

of famous figures like Charlie Chaplin and Jacqueline Kennedy. While

she also worked in the Abstract Expressionist style popular at the

time, seeds of her future interests were evident, primarily in the form

of plainly visible private parts on even her fully clothed cutout

characters. 

Iannone made headlines in 1960 when U.S. Customs seized her copy

of Henry Miller’s Tropic of Cancer at an airport in Queens. She went

on to sue the organization successfully with the help of the New

York Civil Liberties Union, which resulted in the government lifting

the ban on Miller’s work. 

The biggest turning point in her life and career came seven years

later, when she met the artist Dieter Roth on a trip to Iceland. Within

a week, she made the decision to leave her husband and move to

Reykjavik to be with him. She described him as her muse; he called

her his lioness. 

They became prominent figures in the Dusseldorf Fluxus movement,

remained lovers until 1974, and stayed close friends until his death

in 1998. She moved to Berlin on a scholarship in 1976, and lived

there until her death.

Dorothy Iannone, Wiggle Your Ass For Me (1970). Image courtesy Air de Paris,
Paris.

It was during her relationship with Roth in the 1970s that Iannone

made some of her most famous—and explicit—works. Portraits of

herself and Roth in flagrante delicto were adorned with stars and

flowers. She created an artwork documenting everyone she had ever

slept with many years before Tracey Emin became famous for doing

the same.

Of her creatively fertile relationship with Roth, she told Maurizio

Cattelan in an interview for Flash Art: “The two of us became the

stars of my work, and instead of using lines from poems which I

loved in my paintings, now I recorded what we had said to each

other, or I wrote my own texts. No longer was I obsessed with the

high love of Shakespeare’s Antony and Cleopatra, now I had found

my own, and in the course of recording it—not only the ecstasy but

the domestic scene too, and the difficulties—my work went into

many new directions and took on many new forms.”

The video sculpture I Was Thinking of You III (1975) is another key

piece in Iannone’s oeuvre. A human-scale box painted with an erotic

scene, it contains a built-in monitor with a video of the artist’s face

as she masturbates. It was this work that elevated Iannone’s profile

in the mid-2000s, when it was remade for the Wrong Gallery at Tate

Modern in 2005 and the Whitney Biennial in 2006. 

“I am always embarrassed when I see this film, even if no one is with

me,” the artist said in the Flash Art interview. “I wonder how I could

have made it but I’m so glad I did.”

It took a while for the art world to catch up to Iannone. Some

considered her work indecent; others deemed it not sufficiently

feminist, given its focus on sex (and hetero sex at that). 

Dorothy Iannone, On And On (1979). © Dorothy Iannone

Over the past 20 years, new generations of curators and artists have

found and celebrated Iannone’s work. She was the subject of solo

shows at the New Museum in 2009, the Camden Arts Center in

London in 2013, and the Louisiana Museum of Modern Art in

Denmark earlier this year. She is represented in the collections of

the Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris and the Centre

Pompidou in Paris, the Museum Ludwig in Cologne, and many

others. 

As her friend, artist Jan Voss, once wrote, “Dorothy has been for all

the time I’ve known her an incarnation of all revolutionaries. She

determined herself which hierarchy she would acknowledge and

which to laugh away.” 

In 1969, her work was censored from a forthcoming exhibition at the

Kunsthalle Bern, whose director demanded that the genitals in her

paintings be covered. (Roth removed his work from the show in

protest, and curator Harald Szeemann resigned.) She made a comic

book about the experience titled The Story of Bern (or) Showing

Colors (1970). As always, for Iannone, everything was raw material.  
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7 Questions for Alessandro and Emilia De
Stasio, Founders of Artscapy, on How Their
Platform Addresses Pain Points for the Modern
Collector
Artscapy aims to be the most comprehensive and accessible platform for both

new and seasoned art collectors alike.

Alessandro De Stasio and Emilia De Stasio. Courtesy of Artscapy.
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Artscapy, founded by Alessandro De Stasio and Emilia De Stasio, is a

comprehensive online platform that focuses on the unique needs of

art collectors—both new and experienced. With a vision “to usher in

the digital transformation and democratization of the art world,”

Artscapy was developed to address common pain points of the

modern collector. With the ability to explore current trends, connect

with other art enthusiasts, and add to and manage your art

collection, Artscapy offers the tools to engage easily and confidently

with the art world—all in one place.

The platform has seen incredible growth globally in recent years as

collectors (or those wanting to start collecting) have become more

accustomed to online transactions rather than the typical brick-and-

mortar gallery experiences that were at one point the only option.

Employing cutting-edge technology and prioritizing privacy and

security, Artscapy offers a safe, widely accessible, and convenient

approach to art collecting that befitting of the Digital Age.

We reached out to the Artscapy founders, and learned about what

art collecting trends they’re watching in the art world, and what’s

next for the collectors-first platform.

Courtesy of Artscapy.
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Art collecting hasn’t changed, the medium of art available to buy

has evolved, bringing with it a new pool of collectors between the

ages of 18 to 44. This demographic has grown up in the digital-first

world, where owning assets digitally is as appealing as the physical

world. About half (47%) of young collectors (those who started

buying art less than 3 years ago) made their first purchase online.

Collecting art is moving away from being an obscure hobby that only

a select few engage with, towards an activity that is reaching a

greater audience, becoming increasingly prevalent and attractive for

younger demographics. Buying art supports our society’s cultural

production, benefits mental well-being, and provides intellectual

stimulus. The internet created not just wider access to art and

demand for information transparency, but it also enabled the

purchase of art internationally.
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The next generation of collectors is buying art online. Among new

collectors, those who started buying art in the past three years, 47%

made their first purchases online. These collectors buy art without

ever stepping foot into a physical gallery or auction house. The same

behavioral trend applies to experienced collectors, where this year

online buying exceeded physical buying for the first time. This points

to the vital importance of providing safe, accessible, and

transparent online buying experiences. Artscapy is championing this

idea through a commitment to supporting collectors by conducting

due diligence on every artwork available for sale, pricing

transparency, and providing a digital ecosystem to meet every need

along the collecting journey.
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Covid expedited the digitalization of everything, including art.

Buying art online was already on a steady upward trend before the

pandemic—it then accelerated as the industry grappled with a new

normal. Meanwhile, although art fairs have returned and show strong

sales results, buyers are increasingly exploring fairs’ digital avenues

through collaborations with online platforms.

Then there’s the advent of NFT’s (non-fungible tokens). It is

encouraging to see contemporary artists exploring new

opportunities to produce meaningful new works via this technology.

In doing so, we’ll see a shift to NFTs that can present a new

direction of travel in art history.

Sotheby’s doubled down on digital collectibles, notably Beeple sold

the most expensive NFT for $69 million. This price may surprise

traditional art buyers, but 80% of buyers have bought from two or

more online platforms in the last year—buying art digitally or in

digital forms is the new normal.
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The evolution of relationships between collectors and galleries is

fascinating. Galleries remain important, using their knowledge and

research to propose new art and promote artists. It is interesting to

see that despite the rise of online sales, the number of galleries

collectors buy from does not increase—they remain loyal. Given that

the vast majority (80%) of buyers have used online platforms to buy

from galleries, it shows that buying art online helps increase access

and removes barriers to exploring art.
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Our proposition, providing the world’s first Art Account, has

resonated strongly with our collectors. Our growth has vastly

exceeded expectations. It’s been astonishing to see how

international our collector base is. For example, 70% of our emails

are opened in the United States, which is incredible. The core

services integrated into the Art Account, such as advanced data

analytics and insurance, really redefines what an art platform can

be. As we reach thousands more passionate art collectors, it’s

exciting to know the impact we may have around the world.
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We’re focused on creating the best Art Account for collectors.

Creating the defining art-collecting platform for any collector is our

mission. Artscapy brings together every service required for

managing a growing art collection, from collection management with

market value tracking and embedded insurance to a curated

marketplace of galleries and vetted collectors. Integral to our

platform is our partnerships with galleries. Connecting galleries with

collectors and providing core services such as KYC/AML compliance

directly on our platform can enhance the collecting experience.

Michael E. Smith, Untitled. Courtesy of Artscapy.
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Our art collection continues to revolve and evolve around three

pillars: identity formation, sociopolitical topics, and environmental

issues. We recently bought a work by the conceptual sculptor

Michael E. Smith. The work, Untitled, is a punchy composition of a

pufferfish onto which Smith has attached three additional fishtails

pointing outward. On top, there is a retro video game joystick

violently inserted. Smith’s work is powerful and parsimoniously

delivers a strong narrative around the impact that humans have on

nature, and how industrial remains coexist with the remnants of the

natural world. He uses discarded materials and used items in his

sculptures which serve to underscore a haunting visual expression.

Learn more about Artscapy here.
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Don’t Know How to Start Investing in Art?
Fintech Startup Arttrade Has a Solution
The company demystifies the art market and provides a transparent way to

confidently invest in art.

Heinz Mack, Window (Chromatic Constellation) (2016). Courtesy of Arttrade.
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Art collecting has a very distinct cachet, one that is exclusive,

monied, and largely opaque. Blue-chip art and artists (those with a

proven sales record and a reliable history of increased valuation)

regularly make headlines with record-setting sales, leaving many to

believe the market is accessible only to those with incredible

amounts of capital and insider know-how. In recent decades, art as

a form of investment has become mainstream, as a greater

understanding of its appreciation of value is more closely studied

and understood. In fact, “Big Four” accounting firm Deloitte

estimates that by 2026 over $2.7 trillion will be invested in

collectible assets, largely comprised of art objects.

Although fine art is appreciated and collected for its cultural and

aesthetic value, it is also a formidable financial asset—one that has

gained tremendous traction over the past decade, with upwards of

85% of wealth managers as of 2022 recommending art as a means

for portfolio diversification. Art collecting, however, is commonly

thought of as a pastime exclusive to the ultra-wealthy. We’ve all

seen staggering hammer prices for artworks at major auction

houses, or learned of astonishing six- or seven-figure sales at fairs,

with the cost leading many (frankly, most) into believing they simply

cannot afford or understand how to invest in art.

 

Founders of Arttrade, left to right, Svenja Heyer, David
Riemer, and Julian Kutzim.

Contemporary financial technology, more commonly known by its

portmanteau “fintech,” has come a long way in providing

accessibility and transparency to the process of investing in art.

Fintech company Arttrade was founded by Svenja Heyer, David

Riemer, and Julian Kutzim with the aim of providing a means of

diversifying one’s portfolio through art—specifically blue-chip art—

without having to spend hundreds of thousands, if not millions, of

dollars.

Arttrade maintains an extensive and knowledgeable network of

gallerists and art dealers, as well as an independent art advisory

board, to aid in identifying some of the most promising blue-chip

artworks. Then, using data-driven analysis, including information

culled from Artnet—the most trusted auction database in the world—

the artist’s or artwork’s value appreciation is forecasted to

determine which pieces meet Arttrade’s discerningly high standards.

Each asset acquired by Arttrade is then fractionalized via digital

security tokens that can be purchased by investors, allowing them

to partake in the artwork’s accrual in value. The barrier for entry,

unlike traditional art collecting routes, is incredibly low, with

investments starting at only €250.
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